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Gold markets went back as it continue to see a lot of

volatility. The $1325 level above offer significant

resistance. A trade through $1331.00 will signal a

resumption of the uptrend. This will make $1312.70 a

new main bottom. A trade through $1312.70 will extend

the selling. A trade through $1281.50 will change the

main trend to down. The main range is $1281.50 to

$1331.10. Its retracement zone at $1306.30 to

$1300.40 is the primary downside target. If it break

down below the $1300 level, then the market would

be looking towards the $1275 level underneath, where

this latest move began. The major retracement zone

is $1293.60 to $1319.70. This zone is controlling the

longer-term direction of the market. A sustained move

under $1319.10 will signal the presence of sellers.
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Gold - Technical Indicators
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       Gold moved slightly higher, supported by uncertainties surrounding U.S-China
trade relations ahead of President Donald Trump’s State of the Union address
to the Congress, while a firmer dollar and rising global stock markets capped
gains.

         Spot gold edged up 0.2 percent to $1,314.66 per ounce after hitting its weakest
since Jan. 29 at $1,308.20 in the previous session. U.S gold futures settled
unchanged at $1,319.20 an ounce.

      Gold last week rose to its highest since late April at $1,326.30, after the U.S
central bank kept interest rates steady and said it would be patient on further
hikes amid a cloudy outlook for the economy due to global growth concerns
and the U.S-China trade dispute.

     Gold can often take cues from moves in the dollar, with a stronger currency
making commodities priced in the unit more expensive to users of other
currencies.

    A key driver to the gold sector is its need to stay relevant to investors from
both active funds and the increasingly important passive funds. Gold tends to
fall out of favor when interest rates rise.

   There are still political concerns which remain and that probably adds to support
for gold, along with the dovish U.S Federal Reserve. Solid U.S jobs data has
allayed concerns of an immediate slowdown in the U.S. economy.

.
     Higher bond yields can also pressure gold and other commodities that offer

no yield but in yesterday dealings, the 10-year Treasury note yield was down
2.2 basis points at 2.701%.

 Gold prices held $5 lower for the week and traded
at $1313 per ounce

 The gold price in Dollars has risen 10.5% since
early October's low

 Unless there is a surge for the dollar, and it shows
a $1,305 - $1,325 range this week

 The central bank may need to raise U.S interest
rates a bit further if the economy does well

 The dollar, which is at a more than one-week
high, was on course for a fourth straight session
of gains for gold
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           Oil prices edged higher for the first time in three sessions, although concerns
over the outlook for the global economy capped gains. Oil prices slipped
yesterday, falling from two-month highs as concerns over a global economic
slowdown crept back into the market, and a stronger dollar also weighed.

         U.S WTI crude futures were at $53.74 per barrel, up 8 cents from their last
settlement. International Brent crude oil futures were at $62.05 per barrel,
up 7 cents, after closing down 0.8 percent in the previous session.

    Global economic worries have weighed on market sentiment in recent days,
offsetting support from signs that global supplies are tightening. U.S crude
stocks rose last week even as refineries boosted output, while gasoline and
distillate stocks increased.

    The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and its allies, including
Russia, agreed to production cuts effective from last month to beat back
supply growth.

   Crude inventories rose by 2.5 million barrels in the week ended Feb. 1 to
448.2 million, compared with expectations for an increase of 2.2 million
barrels.

      Brent crude futures fell 53 cents to settle at $61.98 a barrel. They touched
their highest level in more than two months at $63.63 the previous day. U.S
crude futures dropped 90 cents to settle at $53.66 a barrel.

    Oil also felt pressure from a strengthening dollar, which rallied for a fourth
straight session, which makes crude more expensive for non-U.S buyers.
Crude stocks at the Cushing, Oklahoma, delivery hub rose by 889,000 barrels.

The WTI Crude Oil market fell as the $55 level
continues to offer major resistance and are under
pressure for a second session. If it break above the
highs from both the Friday and Monday candles, the
market should continue to go higher, and it’s obvious
that the investors continue to come in to pick up bits
of value as they appear. Beyond that, if it break down
below the 50 day EMA and the 20 day EMA just below,
then the market could continue to go lower. Moreover,
investors will get the opportunity to react to the latest
weekly inventories data from the American Petroleum
Institute. Brent markets pulled back and bounced from
the 50 day EMA. It is continue to offer buying
opportunities for short-term but obviously the noise in
this market is extraordinary. The $60 level underneath
is support for the longer-term move in if it broke down
below there, that would be very negative obviously.

 Crude oil prices were stable as OPEC-led supply
cuts

 Oil investors will continue to monitor global crude
supplies and the outlook for energy demand in
the week ahead

 Oil is just not in favor today, and they are going
after the equity markets

 Oil also felt pressure from a strengthening dollar,
which rallied for a fourth straight session

 The 2019 demand outlook for oil is not great, while
the prospects of increased shale supply and
competition elsewhere could drive prices further lower
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 Silver prices are near steady. A rebound in the U.S dollar index this week
is limiting buying interest in the precious metals markets. However, the bulls
can correctly argue silver is just seeing normal, and even healthy, downside
corrections and pauses amid their price uptrends.

 Silver futures tilted lower in Asian trade off July 9 highs for the fifth straight
session as the dollar index scaled January 25 highs, after US President
Donald Trump's State of the Union speech to Congress, and ahead of US
data later today.

 Silver futures due in March slipped 0.13% to $15.82 an ounce, while the
dollar index rose 0.02% to 96.08 off January 10 lows. Non-farm productivity
is estimated up 1.7%, still slowing down from 2.3% in the third quarter, while
trade deficit is estimated down to $54 billion from $55.5 billion.

 The dollar index rose 0.3% to 96.1, with an intraday high at 96.1, and a low
at 95.8. The political dispute caused the government to close down for 35
days, the longest such shutdown in US history.

 The Federal Open Market Committee voted at the January 29-30 meeting
to hold overnight interest rates below 2.5%, while changing the wording for
future policies to "patience" as the FOMC monitors economic and trade
developments.

 Silver is looking to regain its “precious status” this year as all major signs
are pointing to a bullish outlook. The elements working in favor of silver this
year include increasing investment demand, declining supply, boost from
other ra l ly ing precious metals, and outside market forces.

Silver markets went back as it continue to hover
around the $15.85 level. The 20 day EMA has offered
support during the previous session. Ultimately, it
looks as if the market is ready to go towards the $16
level, an area that of course will attract a lot of attention
due to the large round figure. The market will probably
go looking towards the $17 level eventually as the
larger consolidation area dictates. The Fed’s hawkish
stance is obviously bad for the greenback, which
should send Silver higher longer term. The 20 day
EMA, pictured in green, and the 200 day EMA pictured
in black both offer significant support. It should
continue to be buying opportunities, and the first sign
of a bounce is reason enough to go long. Overall,
this is a market that will move according to what is
going on with the greenback while physical silver is
only a matter time before it gain significant strength.

 Silver prices were down 0.2 percent at $15.83
per ounce

 The silver inventories in COMEX, world’s leading
commodity exchange, are at an all-time high

 The Silver market begins to tighten and global
inventories are drawn down

 If the institutional investors take a fantasy to silver
it won’t take much to invoke a sharp rally

 March Comex silver was last down $0.041 at
$15.845 an ounce
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